Kepler's observation of comets tails initiated the research on the radiation pressure of celestial objects and 250 years later they found new incarnation after the Maxwell's equations were formulated to describe a plethora of light-matter coupling phenomena. Further, quantum mechanics gave birth to the photon drag effect. Here, we predict a universal phenomenon which can be referred to as quantization of the radiation pressure. We develop a microscopic theory of this effect which can be applied to a general system containing Bose-Einstein-condensed particles, which possess an internal structure of quantum states. By analyzing the response of the system to an external electromagnetic field we find that such drag results in a flux of particles constituting both the condensate and the excited states. We show that in the presence of the condensed phase, the response of the system becomes quantized which manifests itself in a step-like behavior of the particle flux as a function of electromagnetic field frequency with the elementary quantum determined by the internal energy structure of the particles.
Introduction.-Ponderomotive force of light acting on atoms, molecules and other particles results in a momentum transfer between light and matter [1, 2] -the phenomenon referred to as the radiation pressure. Historically, the hypothesis of radiation pressure was for the first time suggested by J. Kepler in the beginning of XVII century in an attempt to explain why the tails of comets point back from the Sun. In frameworks of classical electrodynamics, the radiation pressure was considered by J. Maxwell in 1870th. It was shown to be closely connected with light scattering and absorption by particles.
In frameworks of quantum mechanics, radiation pressure is a result of momentum transfer from a photon to a system, for instance, an atom [3] or a molecule. In condensed matter, light pressure results in a current of charge carriers and it is called the photon drag effect (PDE). The first theory of this phenomenon was based on electron-photon interaction mediated by an acoustic phonon [4, 5] . Charge carriers, such as free electrons and holes, can absorb radiation by means of interaction with an electromagnetic field (EMF), and they are forced to move in a direction of the wave vector of light. PDE has been extensively studied in semiconductors [6] [7] [8] , dielectrics [9] , metals [10, 11] , monolayer and multilayer graphene [12, 13] , carbon nanotubes [14] , topological insulators [15] , 2D electron gas [16] [17] [18] , and other systems.
According to classical description of the PDE in semiconductors, the drag current reads j(ω) ∼ kα(ω)I, where k is the wave vector, I = cE 2 /8π is the intensity of the electromagnetic wave and α(ω) is the coefficient of light absorption by the charge carriers. Evidently, the frequency dependence of the drag current is determined by the spectrum of the absorption coefficient. In the majority of cases, this dependence is monotonous or resonant if the frequency of the EMF ω is close to the energy of quantum transitions in the system. However, it is not a general rule.
In this Letter, we study the effect of radiation pressure on a purely quantum system of bosons containing particles in condensed quantum state. We will show that in a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), the drag current of bosons and thus the response of the system become quantized. It is a universal phenomenon which can be possibly observed in atomic and solid state condensates, thus we will consider a general model of a Bose gas, in which each boson possesses an internal structure of quantum states, which is essential for the theory developed below. The spectrum of a single boson with an eigenfunction |η, p reads
where ε(p) = p 2 /2M is a kinetic energy of the particle center-of-mass motion, and ∆ η is the energy spectrum of the internal motion. It can be a spectrum of an atom (in a cold atomic condensate system) or the energy of relative motion of an electron and a hole constituting an exciton (in excitonic BECs). Here index η stands for the whole set of quantum numbers which characterize the internal spectrum of the particle and the value η = 0 refers to the lowest energy state (ground state) of the internal spectrum of Bose particles and all the energies will be measured from ∆ η=0 . We will assume that before being irradiated, the system is in the Bose-Einstein condensed state |η, p where all the particles are in the ground η = 0 arXiv:1804.03283v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 10 Apr 2018
Substrate Substrate state of their internal motion, zero kinetic energy p = 0 of their center-of-mass motion without a dipole moment.
Model.-Let us consider a system of bosons exposed to an EMF with (Fig. 1) the wavelength exceeding the size of a particle thus allowing us to use a dipole approximation. The electric field then depends on the center-ofmass coordinate r only, E(x) = E 0 e ikr−iωt +E * 0 e −ikr+iωt , and the light-matter coupling can be described by the matrix elements d 21 · E. Here the indices 1, 2 stand for the ground and excited quantum states of the internal particle motion, |1 ≡ |η = 0 and |2 ≡ |η = 0 . Then d 12 = 1|d|2 is a matrix element of dipole moment operator of the particle. For simplicity, we assume that initially the particles do not possess a dipole moment, d 11 = d 22 = 0, and ε 1 (p) = ε(p), ε 2 (p) = ε(p) + ∆ η are the energies of the ground and excited states, correspondingly.
The system response to a pressure of external EMF is a current of particles which is determined by the light absorption coefficient. Qualitatively, the BEC-EMF interaction Hamiltonian reads
where c η,p (t) = c η,p (0) exp(−iε η (p)t) and a k (t) = a k (0) exp(−iωt) are the annihilation operators for the Bose particle and EMF photon, respectively. The theoretical description of BEC is based on the Bogoliubov theory of a weakly interacting Bose gas. It requires that the Bose gas is dilute, na d 1, where n is the particle concentration and a is a particle size and d is system dimensionality. In order to describe the dynamics of the BEC, we will use a Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE). In its framework, low-energy excitations of the BEC represent Bogoliubov quasiparticles (bogolons) with the dispersion ω p = ε p (ε p + 2gn c ) = sp 1 + (pξ) 2 , where s = gn c /M , ξ = 1/(2M s) are the sound velocity and the healing length, g is interparticle interaction strength, n c is density of particles in the BEC. In a long-wavelength limit ξp 1 (that is equivalent to ε p gn c ) the dispersion law of the bogolons becomes linear, ω p = sp. We will consider T = 0 thus disregarding the processes of thermal excitation of bogolons. Further we present c 0,p in the form
where c 0,0 describes the particles in the BEC state with zero momentum and |c 0,0 | 2 = n c . Here u p and v p are the Bogoliubov transformation coefficients and b p (t) = b p (0) exp(−iω p t) are Bogoliubov excitation operators. Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2), we can come up with several principal quantum channels of the EMF absorption.
Results and discussion.-The first term in Eq. (3) describes a transition of a Bose particle from the BEC to an excited state with η = 0 with the energy conservation law ω = ε k + ∆ η ≈ ∆ η . Such processes give a set of resonances which correspond to the number of levels of Beside these, there exists another type of transitions described by the second and third terms in Eq. (3). They can be referred to as the Belyaev processes [19, 20] and happen when the light absorption is accompanied by not only excitation of the particle but also the emission or absorption of a Bogoliubov excitations of the condensate, see Fig. 2 transitions II. The corresponding energy conservation law reads ω = ε p+k + ∆ η + ω −p , where ω p is the bogolon dispersion. Further analysis shows that such processes result in the quantization of the BEC responce.
Indeed, the probability of the absorption of a photon is proportional to p v 2 p δ(ω − ε p−k − ∆ η − ω −p ). In the long-wavelength limit, ω p ≈ sp, and accounting for the fact that sp ε p+k and v
p , in a 2D case we find the thresholdlike behavior:
Thus taking into account the internal structure of the particles leads to the quantization of the response of the system to an external light pressure.
If the bosons are in normal phase, their current spectrum represents a set of resonances (see Supplemental  Material [21] ). In the presence of the BEC, total drag current consists of two components (see [21] for details):
where τ is particle lifetime in the excited states, which we take independent of η. Evidently, both the components (5) and (6) share some similar properties, they are i) collinear with the momentum of the EMF (since ∼ k) and ii) proportional to the intensity of the EMF, I ∼ |E 0 | 2 . Figure 3 shows the spectrum of the current density and its components for the parameters taken for bosons in solid-sate. We assumed that ∆ η is equidistant, ∆ η = η · ∆. In general, it is not the case and one has to consider the selection rules for the internal transitions between quantum states. The transition matrix element was taken to be |d 12 · E 0 | = 0.01∆. Obviously, this value is controlled by the amplitude of the external EMF obeying the condition |d 12 · E 0 | ∆ (since the perturbation theory is only applicable if the external light is reasonably weak). The most interesting are the terms in the second lines in both the Eqs. (5) and (6) and the sums over the states η. Evidently, these terms are proportional to the absorption coefficient. While Eq. (5) has resonant behavior, Eq. (6) obeys step-like behavior (see Fig. 3 , Inset). Summing up (5) and (6), we find the total current in the system, j c = j c1 + j c2 (see Fig. 3, main plot) .
Conclusions.-We predicted a universal phenomenon of radiation pressure quantization and developed a microscopic theory of this effect, applied to a general system containing Bose-Einstein-condensed particles. We found that under the pressure of an external electromagnetic field there appears a drag flux of particles constituting both the condensate and the excited states. Moreover, in the presence of the condensed phase, this current becomes quantized. We would like to stress several factors. First of all, the theory presented here is universal. It can be applied to any Bose condensates which possess internal degrees of freedom. Most of bosons such as cold atoms, excitons, exciton-polaritons possess this property.
Second, quantization of the response of a BEC to external radiation pressure can manifest itself in a number of other effects, in which the processes of light absorption play major role, such as Raman scattering (since the scattering cross-section is proportional to the imaginary part of the linear response function), acoustic and acousto-electric effects [22] , acoustic drag in condensates of hybrid particles, detection of "dark" condensates [23] .
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